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Abstract—Results of blood test examination from medical
test institutions are represented in medical abbreviation term-
value pairs. The medical abbreviation terms are components of
the blood examination being tested while the values are results
of laboratory examination obtained. For experienced doctors,
these terms and values are very familiar, by which they can
easily determine whether those values are in normal conditions
or indicating abnormalities. Those experienced doctors have in
their mind what is a normal range for a given blood component
being examined. However, this is not the case with young doctors
in general. They should have some kinds of lookup table to
compare each component value obtain from laboratory test with
the corresponding acceptable (or normal) range. Furthermore,
the abundance of laboratory test results generated every day
will also accumulated to add more burdens for the young
doctors. In this research, we propose a natural language gen-
eration (NLG) approach to help young doctors in interpreting
results of blood test examination obtained from a laboratory.
The NLG system is capable of giving some interpretation on
the laboratory results and highlight importance indications
for young doctors. Responses from young doctors and general
practitioners, based on an assessment evaluated for readability,
clarity, and general appropriateness of the textual interpretation
show a promising result where the average percentage of
naturalness measurement obtained was ≥ 90%.

Index Terms—natural language generation, blood test, hema-
tology examination, young doctors, textual representation

I. INTRODUCTION

ABILITY to explain results of a laboratory examination
comes from day-to-day experiences as an outcome of

accumulating knowledge and performing repeated tasks. The
explanation is actually composed from interpretations of
reference tables that usually accessible by medical workers.
In general, the laboratory examination results are put in the
form of term-value pairs. In the case of hematological exam-
ination for complete blood count (CBS) tests, for example,
these term-value pairs are represented as Hgb-5.8 g/dl, Leu-
1.5 109/L, etc. In a clinical laboratory, nurse or laboratory
assistant is expected to summarized those term-value pairs
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in a tabular form to be easily read by doctors, as well as
patients.

However, results of the hematological examinations are
given in tabular forms as they are with no explanation on
whether the blood components are within normal, abnormal
or critical values. To find out whether a blood component
is normal, abnormal or critical, a physician should manually
compare each value obtained with a list of normal range of
values available, one after another individually. This manual
procedure will consume much time, not to mention it is
an error-prone task. Therefore, research works focusing on
developing systems to interpret data into information in the
form of textual representations, or conversion of numeric data
into summary texts reports are becoming a necessity. The
research works are ranging from natural language processing
(NLP) to natural language generation (NLG).

Current reviews on clinical NLP systems were focused
on generating structured information from unstructured free
text, whereby many of the NLP systems are capable of
processing clinical free text and generating structured output
[1]. In order to model attributes and features, the clinical
NLP systems usually are developed and evaluated according
to annotations of word, sentence, or document level. Those
annotations come from various types of document contents,
document section types, named entities and concepts, and
semantic attributes, which consists of patient status, report
type, current medications, past medical history, discharge
summary, diagnoses, symptoms, treatments as well as nega-
tion, severity, and temporality [2].

Likewise, concepts of generating textual representations
using NLG approach has been widely described in [3].
Basically, numbers data are transformed into meaningful
information in order to be read and understand by non-expert
users, as well as users who have limited time in reading and
understanding the whole data. However, a major drawback
of those types of end-to-end (E2E) NLG approaches are that
they were limited to small, delexicalized datasets [4]. This
condition draws further research works into larger instances
from new crowdsourced datasets in order to produce more
complex outputs.

In turn, the NLG approach or narrative science in gen-
eral is then oriented into health-related domain. Numerous
research works on this topic had been conducted (see for
example works by [5], [6], [7], [8]). In essence, the main
purpose of those works is to educate common people in un-
derstanding data and to gain efficient access to information,
thereby allowing them to make interpretation in order to take
effective decisions [9].

In this research, we propose a system that could educate
young physicians and medical workers to understand data
obtained from laboratory examination of hematology patient
by accompanying some interpretation into the generated
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summary text. The interpretation is concerning on whether
the blood components are in normal, abnormal or critical
condition. A template-based NLG approach is proposed to
generate the summary text reports based on the results of
patients hematological examination.

II. NLG FOR TEXTUAL REPRESENTATION OF
HEMATOLOGY EXAMINATION RESULT

Natural language generation is one of the natural lan-
guage processing tasks to generate ordinary language from
a machine representation system such as knowledge base or
formal logic systems. It is like a translator that converts data
into a natural language representation. In this term, NLG is
one area of research that deals with automatic production of
human-readable text suitable for certain applications [10].

To support natural language generation system efficiently,
research works focused on two orthogonal methods: sur-
face realization components and template-based techniques.
The first approach uses reusable, general, and linguistic
motivation, whereas the later uses simple and task-oriented
approach [11].

Currently, NLG approach is commonly used in medical
field to improve services as well as patient’s safety for
hospital pre-treatment [12].

A. Template-Based Natural Language Generation

A natural language generation system in which nonlin-
guistic inputs could be mapped directly without intermediate
representation to the structure of its linguistic surface is
known as template-based system. In this system, the whole
phrases are extended from their lexical components in the
form of Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG) [13], [14].

As further described in [13], a template in the form of
linguistic structure contains slots of relevant information that
need to be filled in order to obtain well-formed output.
Relevant information to be inserted into the slots are stored
in a relevant information table.

B. Hematology Laboratory Examination

The results of laboratory tests can be expressed in three
forms: quantitative (e.g. normal haemoglobin values of
women are 12–16 g/dl), qualitative (e.g. positive or nega-
tive), and semiquantitative (qualitative results with positive
or negative number: 1+, 2+, etc.). Complete blood count
examinations conducted in most clinical laboratories use
automated machines that include red cell indices as part of
the profile [15].

Hematologic examination (hemogram) consists of exami-
nation of leukocytes, erythrocytes, hemoglobin, hematocrit,
erythrocytes and platelets. A complete blood count con-
sists of hemogram accompanying with differential leukocyte
checks consisting of neutrophils, basophils, eosinophils, lym-
phocytes and monocytes [16].

III. RELATED RESEARCH

Research by [5] focused on effective approach of creating
a system that generates a text of medical information reports
for parents of premature babies. They analyze the signal
and interpret electronic medical records (EMRs) data to

identify the important events and the relationship between
the events occurring in the EMR data. The NLG method is
then deployed to convert the EMR data into a narrative text.
Their research focused on the text produced by the system
that could be understood by people who are not professionals
in the medical field and the resulting report text only gives
positive information about infant development.

Using time-series data obtained from continuous physio-
logical signals and structured information about events from
medical staffs, [9] developed a BT-45 prototype system to
generate textual summaries on equipment settings and drug
administration for an average of 45 minutes. The BT-45
system was developed based on the work from [17] which
used raw data instead of AI knowledge base.

In [18] a natural language generation system called Report
Generator was developed to produce summary reports of
patient records. Those records are obtained from repository
of patient medical records of cancer patients in the forms of
narrative documents, such as letters, discharge reports, etc.,
as well as structured data such as test results, prescriptions,
etc. The system design of the Report Generator follows
a classical NLG pipeline architecture, which consists of a
Content Selector, MicroPlanner and Syntactic Realiser.

Research on the creation of a system that could pro-
duce summary text from physician briefed notes and nurse
structural documentation containing patient care plans for
heart disease inpatient had been performed in [6]. This
summary text is useful to educate patients in taking care
of their health after hospitalization. It is also considered as
an approach to educate them on what treatments are being
performed during their inpatient period. The preparation of
summary text begins with a process of building a graph
to see the relationship between two input data (short note
data written by doctors and nurses’ structural documentation
data). Subsequently, the selected information extracted from
the graph was written into a summary text. The last process
undertaken was the application of SimpleNLG system.

A similar research in creating a system for generating
summary text of hospital patient data by combining infor-
mation from two heterogeneous sources from doctors and
nurse’s documentation was also conducted in [8]. Their
study focused on producing summary text by taking into
consideration the complexities of medical terms. The first
step is to extract written content of the medical document
from both sources, and then to determine if there are any
terms from the identified contents that belong to some simple
terms without explanations, or complex terms that need
explanation using some created metrics.

Research based on Natural Language Processing (NLP) to-
gether with Information Extraction (IE) techniques had been
used to extract clinical knowledge from unstructured clinical
information into structured clinical information. The NLP
system called cTAKES was used in extracting useful and
reliable clinical knowledge from EMRs written in Portuguese
language from a hospital [19].

Moreover on medical domain, [20] proposed Patient Sim-
ilarity Evaluation (PSE), a novel framework incorporating
temporal information to medical concept embedding to mea-
sure the similarity between patient pairs. With this approach
they can precisely predict the future health status of patients
in advance.
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The difference of this research with the previous research
works is that in this study we implement Natural Language
Generation to interpret the results of hematological examina-
tion of patients into the form of summary text using Template
Generation System (TGen-System). TGen-System generates
the template candidates (i.e. sentences with related slots)
automatically which has been classified by considering the
content of sentences.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The proposed system consists of two main components:
the CBCI system that acts as the front-end interface for
the user, and the TGen-System that acts as the back-end
and supply classified template to the CBCI system. Detail
illustration of the general architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

A. Data Set

Data used in this study are complete blood count (CBC)
results obtained from clinical laboratories in the form of
MS Word document files, describing blood components and
features being examined. Data from patient’s hematology
laboratory examination was obtain from Hematology Ana-
lyzer, which is commonly used to measure blood samples.
Using a monitor screen attached to the device, blood exam-
ination result is copied by a laboratory assistant by typing
those data into predetermined MS Word template. A typical
example of the template is shown in Fig. 2. This template
consists of three tables, where the first table, located on the
upper part of the template, records patient’s personal data
(such as name, age, gender, ward, date, and referring doctor).
The second table, located in the middle, records the results
of hematology examination (consists of four column: first
column describes types or components of blood test, second
column is the value obtained, third column is for units of
each examination component, and the fourth column shows
the reference of normal values). Last table is the lower part
of the template which is used as signature columns of both
laboratory assistant and head of laboratory. In this research,
the MS Word document template is used as input to the
system.

In a CBC, various components and features of human
blood are measured, including hemoglobin which is protein
containing iron molecule in red blood cells. Hemoglobin
carries oxygen and carbon dioxide back and forth between
the lungs and the body’s tissues. Normal range values
between adult male and female are slightly different and
also varies among different ages. Other blood components
such as blood sedimentation rate, hematocrit, and erythrocyte
are also having different normal range values between male
and female. Blood sedimentation rate is commonly called
erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) which measures how
quickly the red blood cells settle at a bottom of a test
tube containing blood sample. Erythrocyte gives red color
in blood, while hematocrit measures the proportion of red
blood cells in body (packed cell volume).

Leukocytes is another major component of blood that is
also called white blood cells. This component is part of body
immune system and its normal counts are no difference be-
tween male and female. Thrombocytes (or platelets) are cell
fragments which circulate within the blood with relatively

short life span of about 10 days. MCV (Mean corpuscular
volume), MCH (mean corpuscular hemoglobin), and MCHC
(mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration) define the size
(MCV) and hemoglobin content (MCH, MCHC) of red blood
cells. These three contents are called red cell indices, useful
in explaining the cause of anemias. Red cell indices can be
calculated if the values of hemoglobin, hematocrit, and red
blood cell count are known [15], [21].

The last components of a CBC are leukocytes type count
which related to white blood cells (granulocytes) presented
in percentages. First is eosinophil, proinflammatory white
blood cell for immune system; basophil, the least common
type of granulocyte, representing about 0.5% to 1% of
circulating white blood cells; neutrophil, a type of white
blood cell that protect human from infections; lymphocytes,
include natural killer cells, cell-mediated, cytotoxic adaptive
immunity, and humoral, antibody-driven adaptive immunity;
and lastly monocytes, which in high level may indicate
the presence of chronic infection, an autoimmune or blood
disorder, cancer, or other medical conditions.

B. The CBCI System

Complete blood count information (CBCI) system is an
information system to produce textual representation of
complete blood examination. As shown in Fig. 1 the CBCI
system acts as a front-end providing a simple interface
where document of the examination result is read and textual
representation is given as output. The generated output is
based on selected template given from sentence templates
database by looking-up related data described in the CBC
data input.

Within the CBCI system there are four processes being
conducted to produce the textual CBC report from MS Word
document template.

1) Data Extraction: data to be extracted from the MS
Word document are six patient’s personal data fields and
fourteen values of laboratory examination results, which are
written on the first two tables of the template. An example
of extracted data to be stored in temporary list structure is
as follows:
[’Patient name: A 7’, ’Age: 52 YEARS’, ’Sex: MALE’,
’Ward: FLAMBOYANT 2’, ’Date : 28 February 2017’,
’Referring doctor: Confidential’, ’13.0’, ’12.8’, ’18’, ’243’,
’37.6’, ’4.81’, ’78.3’, ’27.0’, ’34.5’, ’2.0’, ’0.0’, ’86.0’,
’10.0’, ’2.0’].

After this process, the next process is to separate between
the title fields and data values from the first part of the
temporary list, and converting the string type numbers into
floating point numbers, and lastly store the result into a final
list, to get:
[’A 7’, ’52’, ’MALE’, ’FLAMBOYANT 2’, ’28 February
2017’, ’Confidential’, ’13.0’, ’12.8’, ’18’, ’243’, ’37.6’,
’4.81’, ’78.3’, ’27.0’, ’34.5’, ’2.0’, ’0.0’, ’86.0’, ’10.0’,
’2.0’].

2) Data Processing: this process is to find and determine
the status of each data value of the blood components,
whether it is in normal, decreasing abnormal, increasing
abnormal, decreasing critical or increasing critical condition,
based on a set of rules being setup by experts and stored
in a knowledge base. Reference tables such as those shown
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Fig. 1: Front-end and back-end of the textual CBC interpretation

in Table I, Table II, and Table III are needed in order to
determine the blood condition status. The three tables show
respectively the normal range, critical range, and set of rules
used to determine blood condition.

3) Data Structuring: is processing of output data stored
in the final list to determine and to build data structures
of messages to be used in replacing slots in the sentence
template. This process comprises of seven tasks, including
preparing input data, declaring variable data, determining
structure of opening sentence, determining structure of crit-
ical value description, determining structure of abnormal
value description, determining structure of description sen-
tence, and combining sentence data structure. An example
of complete data structuring with various variables could be
seen as in the following:
[[’STATUSFOUND1’: ’found’, ’UNIT1’: ’two’,
’ABNORMALITY1’: ’critical’, ’STATUSFOUND2’:
found’, ’UNIT2’: ’four’, ’ABNORMALITY2’: ’abnormal’,
’UNIT1’: ’two’, ’ABNORMALITY’: ’critical’, ’LEVEL1’:
’decreasing’, ’BLOODCOMPONENT1’: ’hemoglobin
and hematocrit’, ’UNIT1’: ’four’, ’ABNORMALITY’:
’abnormal’, ’UNIT2’: ’three’, ’LEVEL1’: ’increasing’,
’BLOODCOMPONENT1’: ’blood sedimentation rate,
MCH and MCHC’, ’UNIT3’: ’one’, ’LEVEL2’:
’decreasing’, ’BLOODCOMPONENT2’: ’erythrocyte’],
[[’BLOODCOMPONENT’: ’hemoglobin’, ’level’: ’-’,
’VALUEPOINT’: ’6.1’, ’NORMALLIMIT’: ’lowest’,
’BLOODCOMPONENT’: ’hematocrit’, ’level’: ’-’,
’VALUEPOINT’: ’23.6’, ’NORMALLIMIT’: ’lowest’],
[’BLOODCOMPONENT’: ’blood sedimentation level’,
’level’: ’+’, ’VALUEPOINT’: ’35’, ’NORMALLIMIT’:
’highest’, ’BLOODCOMPONENT’: ’MCH’, ’level’: ’+’,
’VALUEPOINT’: ’2.5’, ’NORMALLIMIT’: ’highest’,
’BLOODCOMPONENT’: ’MCHC’, ’level’: ’+’,
’VALUEPOINT’: ’6.0’, ’NORMALLIMIT’: ’highest’,
’BLOODCOMPONENT’: ’erythrocyte’, ’level’: ’-’,

’VALUEPOINT’: ’2.51’, ’NORMALLIMIT’: ’lowest’]]]
Meanwhile, an example of detail interpretation of critical

or abnormal values of hematology result is given such as:
[[‘BLOODCOMPONENT’: ‘hemoglobin’, ’level’: ’-’, ’VAL-
UEPOINT’: ‘2.3’, ’NORMALLIMIT’: ’lowest’]]

The result of data structuring process is saved in a variabel
of list data type called ODS (Output Data Structuring).

4) Microplanning: the main task of this process is called
sentence generation that generate sentences to be presented
into textual representation. In generating the intended sen-
tence, microplanning interacts with the back-end TGEN-
System.

C. The TGen-System
The core of the system lies on the template generation

(TGen) system, which provide classified templates to the
sentence template database in the front-end. The main tasks
of TGen-System consist of four processes.

1) Text Segmentation: this process reads a CBC test
interpretation database as input. The database is a knowledge
base created by knowledge engineers from experts as a
corpus of existing CBC text interpretation. An example of
text interpretation is illustrated in the following:
“Based on patient’s hematology examination, it is found
one critical value and three abnormal values. The one crit-
ical value is critical decreasing, which is found in blood
component hemoglobin. In addition, from three abnormal
values there is one abnormal increasing value found in blood
component leukocyte and two abnormal decreasing values
found in blood components thrombocyte and hematocrit.”

The segmentation process is a way to separate the corpus
text into sentences using period character (“.”) as a delimiter.
It could be seen from the illustration that there will be three
segmented text to be save into a sentence list:

(a) “Based on patient’s hematology examination, it is
found one critical value and three abnormal values.”
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Fig. 2: Typical blood examination result in MS-Word format (adapted from Bahasa Indonesia)

TABLE I: Normal range of complete hematology ([16])

Examination Unit
Sex

Male Female
Hematocrit (Hct) % 40-50 35-45
Hemoglobin (Hb) g/dl 13-18 12-16
Erythrocytes (RBC) 1012/L 4.4-5.6 3.8-5
Blood Sedimentation Rate mm/l hr < 15 < 20

MCV fL 80-100
MCH Pg 28-34
MCHC g/dL 32-36
Leucocyte 109/L 3.2-10
Neutrophil (Segment) % 36-73
Eosinophil % 0-6
Basophil % 0-2
Lymphocytes % 15-45
Monocytes % 0-10
Trombosite Amount 109/L 170-380

(b) “The one critical value is decreasing critical, which is
found in blood component hemoglobin.”

(c) “In addition, from three abnormal values there is one
increasing abnormal value found in blood component
leukocyte and two decreasing abnormal values found
in blood components thrombocyte and hematocrit.”

2) Slot Generation: the process is initiated by generating
slot entities using regular expression (regex). Regex is used
to find an entity or certain word(s) in a sentence list that
corresponds to a certain tag slot type based on a list of entity
slot data. Table IV lists tag slot types together with the entity
slot data.

Subsequent task is assigning number to each tag slot
so that microplanning process could precisely replace tag
slot data in the template sentence with data obtained from
data structuring process as well as to determine the type
of sentence template. An example showing result of slot

generation for the third sentence of the sentence list could
be seen as in the following:
“In addition, from UNIT1 ABNORMALITY1 values there
is UNIT2 LEVEL1 ABNORMALITY1 value found in blood
component BLOODCOMPONENT1 and UNIT3 LEVEL2
ABNORMALITY1 found in blood components BLOOD-
COMPONENT2 and BLOODCOMPONENT3.”

In this example, the uppercase words are slots to be
replaced by corresponding values read.

3) Similar Template Removal: there are some possibilities
that the template slots generated are duplicated since they
are generated from many and possibly the same sentences.
Therefore, the duplicate template slots will experience a
process called similar template removal, which give unique
sentence template as output.

4) Template Classification: all unique template slots ob-
tain are then classified. The classification process is per-
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TABLE II: Critical range values in hematology examination [22]

Examination Unit
Limits

Lower Upper
Hematocrit (Hct) % ≤ 21 ≥ 65
Hemoglobin (Hb) g/dL ≤ 7.0 ≥ 21
Platelet Count 109/L ≤ 20 ≥ 1000
White Blood Cell Count 109/L ≤ 2.0 ≥ 40

TABLE III: Rules to determine status of each blood component value

No. Status Rule
1 Normal If blood component value resulted from

hematology examination lies between lowest
and highest ranges as in Tabel I.

2 Abnormal increasing If blood component value resulted from
hematology examination lies above highest
range as in Tabel I.

3 Abnormal decreasing If blood component value resulted from
hematology examination lies below lowest
range as in Tabel I.

4 Critical Increasing If blood component value resulted from
hematology examination lies above highest
range as in Tabel II.

5 Critical Decreasing If blood component value resulted from
hematology examination lies below lowest
range as in Tabel II.

TABLE IV: List of tag slot types with entity slot data

No. Tag Slot Entity Slot
1 “BLOODCOMPONENT” “hemoglobin”, “leukocyte”, “bsr”, “blood sedimentation rate”,

“thrombocyte”, “hematocrit”, “erythrocyte”, “mcv”, “mch”,
“mchc”, “eosinophil”, “basophil”, “neotrophil”, “lymphocyte”,
“monocyte”

2 “UNIT” “one”, “two”, “three”, “four”, “five”, “six”, “seven”, “eight”
“nine”, “ten”, “eleven”, “twelve”, “thirteen”, “fourteen”

3 “LEVEL” increasing”, “decreasing”
4 “ABNORMALITY” “abnormal”, “critical”
5 “STATUSFOUND” “found”, “exist”
6 “VALUEPOINT” numeric
7 “NORMALLIMIT” “lowest”, “highest”

formed by consulting a database corpus of linguistic knowl-
edge created by experts. From this database, linguistic knowl-
edge as well as rules are applied to the template slots to give
classified templates as output.

Input to TGen-System consists of two corpora, namely
description of hematology examination result and details of
critical or abnormal values of the hematology examination
result. In the corpus of results descriptions, there are 20
examples of text description, containing 10 examples of
description text with 3 sentences in each paragraph, and
another 10 examples of description text contain 2 sentences
in each paragraph, so there are 50 sentences in total. In
addition, within the corpus of detail critical or abnormal
values, there are 20 detail example sentences to be analyzed.

After the corpus of descriptions and corpus of details of
the critical or abnormal value of the hematology examination
results are analyzed by a series of TGen-System process,
a set of sentence template is obtained. The number of
sentence templates obtained from the TGen-System analysis
consists of 10 double-opening sentence templates, 10 single

opening sentence templates, 4 multiple description sentence
templates, 7 single expression sentence templates, and 5
detail sentence templates.

TGen-System can support the CBCI-System performance
in generating the interpretation of CBC Result in the medical
report. In addition, text diversity and maintainability of the
template can also be achieved by TGen-System. One example
of the CBC result from a medical report given in Fig. 2 is
shown in Fig. 3.

D. Evaluation of summary text naturalness level
System testing was performed by evaluating naturalness

level of the sentences in summary texts through assessment
of young doctors and general practitioners. The doctors were
asked to fill and to evaluate a structured questionnaire. The
questionnaire contains three aspects of evaluation, namely
readability (understandable), clarity, and general appropriate-
ness [23], [7], each with 0 to 5 weight scales. Subsequently,
assessment was performed by experienced doctors to mea-
sure the accuracy of the summary text generated.
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Fig. 3: Summary of the patient’s hematology laboratory examination in PDF format

Readability, clarity, and appropriateness aspects are in-
tended to assess users’ level of comprehension in reading
sentences of summary texts, level of clarity of the summary
texts, as well as whether sentences in the summary texts
could enhance users’ knowledge. The five evaluation scales
used for each aspect are shown in Table V.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Result of naturalness from each evaluation aspect on
15 summary text examples generated by the system are
evaluated based on the assessment of 25 young doctors. From
the result shown in Figure 4, it can be seen that evaluation
on the naturalness level of summary text could be described
as follows:

1) Readability in terms of understandability and easiness
in reading sentences of summary text by young doctors
show that 96.5% agreed to say that the summary texts
are understandable and only a small portion (3.5%) that
say they are difficult to understand.

2) In term of clarity, results obtained from young doctors
show that 97.0% say that the summary texts are clear
and 3% say that the summary texts are not clear.

3) Results obtained from the young doctors on the general
appropriateness of the summary texts show that 98.9%
are appropriate and 1.1% consider those summary texts
are not appropriate.

In addition to the evaluation from young doctors, this
research is also evaluating the naturalness level of the sum-
mary text from 8 general practitioners as seen in Figure
5. From this figure, it could be seen that none of the two
aspects of naturalness, i.e. readibility and clarity gave very
difficult and very unclear results. The readability, clarity and
appropriateness aspects of evaluation are 95.0%, 96.6%, and
87.5%, respectively. As could be expected, the difficulties in
terms of naturalness considered by general practitioners are
low, namely 5.0%, 3.4%, and 12.5%.

The average percentage obtained from both young doctors
and general practitioners in terms of naturalness of the
summary texts are 97.5% and 93.0%, respectively. These
values show that the three evaluation aspects obtained from
young doctor are higher than those from general practi-
tioners. This is understandable since general practitioners
have gained relatively more experience compared to young
doctors, so that information in the form of short summaries
are preferable. On the other hand, young doctors might
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TABLE V: Evaluation of sentences in summary texts

Readability Clarity Appropriateness
Scale 1 very difficult to understand very unclear very inappropriate
Scale 2 difficult to understand unclear inappropriate
Scale 3 adequate to understand adequately clear adequately appropriate
Scale 4 easy to understand clear appropriate
Scale 5 very easy to understand very clear very appropriate

Fig. 4: Naturalness assesment of summary text by young doctors

Fig. 5: Naturalness assesment of summary text by general practitioners

require more details in order to understand the summary
texts.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The proposed template-based NLG implemented in the
form of CBCI System and TGen-System is able to generate
template candidates automatically by utilizing the linguistic
knowledge of related experts. The summary texts generated
based on these templates, fulfil three aspects of learning that
could help young doctors in interpreting laboratory blood
test results. The three learning aspects, namely readability
(understandable), clarity (concise information), and appro-
priateness in delivering knowledge achieved considerably
high results of 96.5%, 97.0% and 98.9%, respectively. This
result also proved that the limitation of traditional template-
based approach as mentioned in [11] could be minimized

and the hematologic report is not only varied but also easier
to understand.

Several future works could be suggested related to this
research, such as using real or standard NLG system [14].
Enhancing results of summary text to be more informative,
by comparing historical data obtained from previous patients’
hematology laboratory results with new results obtained from
laboratory examinations. Lastly, the system should be able to
generate summary texts for higher level of target audiences
such as medical specialists so that the information delivered
is suitable to the appropriate users’ level of knowledge.
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